VERONA UNIVERSITY GUESTHOUSES

General information

Verona University's guesthouses are where international professors and researchers reside during their limited stays at the University, whether they are in Verona to teach, do research or undergo specialised training.

The overall available places at the University guesthouses managed by ESU are 5, arranged as follow:

- N. 2 places in single room, with private bath and 2 places in double room with private bath at the new “Corte Maddalene” Residence, located in Via Campofiore (close to the Departments of Economics and Humanities);
- N. 1 place in single room with private bath at the ESU Piazzale Scuro Residence (Borgo Roma, close to the School of Medicine and the Departments of Computer Science and Biotech).

Every apartment has a shared kitchen, as well as a laundry service and wi-fi connection.

Prices (including weekly cleaning and linen)

- 320,00 euros/month per person in double room (80 euros per week per person);
- 360,00 euros/month per person in single room (90 euros per week per person).

Furthermore there are 8 additional places, with private bath and a kitchenette, within the School of Medicine ("Istituti biologici"). The 4 double-bedded rooms are completely free of charge. Daily cleaning and linen are provided as well.

Departments wishing to host foreign guests at the above mentioned conditions, are kindly invited to verify the availability and forward their request filling in the online form.

International visitors interested in booking a room at the University guesthouses, are kindly invited to verify the availability and contact the Welcome Office at international@ateneo.univr.it

Priority will be given to long stay requests, preferring guests invited within International Mobility Programs granted by the University of Verona (i.e. Verona University Internationalisation Programme) or within bilateral cooperation agreements.